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ABSTRACT 
Given a system•s time response, y(t), to a unit impulse, 
a method is presented by which an approximating function 
y*(t) may be determined. It is inherent in the method that 
the transform function Y*(s) is rational. The poles of the 
approximating function are found from the coefficients of a 
difference equation, which is made to fit the given data in 
a least mean square error sense. The zeros are determined 
by a procedure based on the fact that at a given time the 
given function and its approximate derivatives are known. 
Accuracy and implementation of the method are investigated 
primarily through the medium of example problems. Usefulness 
and comparison with other methods are among the topics dis-
cussed in conclusion. 
iii 
PREFACE 
Interest i~ ~his topic evolved from work done in 
courses in network synthesis and control systems. Although 
approximation tecrilliques such as the Root locus and Bode 
Plots are invaluable~ such frequency domain techniques are 
inherently indirect approaches to the transient response 
problem. One cannot help but feel that the best solution 
will untimately be accomplished _ in the time domain. With 
the advent of digital computers many possibilities here-
to-fore impractical emerge as useful solutions. Much is 
yet to be done in this area. 
The author wishes to th~~k Dr. Richard c. Harden and 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The general problem of network synthesis may be de-
scribed as finding a network that will have a response sub-
ject to specified constraints for a specified input. Since 
the analysis of linear, lumped element networks results in 
requiring the solution of a set of linear integro-differential 
equations an operational calculus such as the Laplace trans-
formation is usually employed. In accordance with this 
approach, most synthesis procedures involve manipulation with 
the transform equations. 
Normally the synthesis problem is subdivided into two 
major areas . The first, referred to as the approximation 
problem, concerns itself with the construction of a network 
function, which must have "built in" all of the physical 
constraints placed on the network. The second, the realization 
problem, requires first a testing of the network function to 
determine whether a realization is even possible, then a 
choice of procedure to be used, and finally implementation 
of the method and obtaining the network. Since the realiza-
tion problem is solved with the transform network function, 
solution of the approximation problem requires that either 
(a) the physical constraints be interpreted in the Laplace 
domain or (b) the approximating function be constructed so 
that it is assured that its transform will become a rational 
network function. 
Specifications on the frequency response can be directly 
interpreted in the Laplace domain. However, if the transient 
2 
response of the network is of interest, one can at best only 
approximately determine how these transient constraints will 
affect the transform network function. Furthermore, while 
approximation techniques are simple to apply, and are quite 
useful for simple networks, they give poor and sometimes 
misleading results for more complicated networks. Therefore, 
the problem of time domain approximation is this: Given a 
systems's impulsive response, either in discrete or continu-
ous form, construct an approximating function in the time 
domain by a process which will insure that the transform of 
the approximating function will be rational. 
W. c. Yengst presents a possible method of solving the 
problem using a difference equation approach (see page 8). 
The major disadvantage to Yengst's method is that in order 
to locate the poles of the approximating function one is 
forced to apply one of several sets of rather involved equa-
tions, depending on the order of approximation desired, to 
determine a series of constants. Even having determined 
these constants considerable computation remains to determine 
the pole locations. This paper also employes a difference 
equation approach but chooses a different kind of difference 
equation (see equation (2) page 13) as its starting point. 
It is then demonstrated that this results in locating the 
th poles by simply solving an m order polynomial equation 
(equation (12) page 16). 
Yengst locates the function's zeros by a method based 
on applying the initial value repeatedly to the approximating 
3 
function and its derivative (see page 9). A method is 
developed in this paper which locates the zeros through the 
introduction of a time shifting variable (see page 16), which 
has the inherent advantage that the 11 goodness 11 of fit is 
optimized around the value~. 
To summarize, this paper presents a modification of 
Yengt's work, in the sense that it uses a different differ-
ence equation as its basic starting point. Equations are 
derived from which the poles and zeros of an approximating 
transform function may be determined. The method is then 
tested by application to three example problems. Finally 
conclusions are made about the quality of approximation, 
error sources in applying the method, and comparison with 
other methods. Please note that consistently through the 
thesis the given function is denoted by the unstarred rela-
tionship while the starred function represents the approxi-
mating expression. 
I I • REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The approximation problem is well defined in a paper 
"The Approximation Problem" by w. H Kautz (3)*. Stanley 
Winkler (8) supplies the reader with a wealth of reference 
sources on the subject in his paper, "The Approximation 
Problem of Network Synthesis." Both papers give a good 
general approach to the topic and are recommended to anyone 
not acquainted with the subject. 
Freddy Ba Hli (1) develops a method in a paper "A Gen-
4 
eral Method for Time Domain Synthesis," based on the idea of 
replacing the Laplace integral by an infinite sum. 





n = 1 
I 
"' Figure 1. Ba Hli's Approach 
~ 
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a e n 
n 
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where an= cross hatched area (see the Figure). 
*Numbers in Parentheses refer to corresponding sources listed 
in the Bilbiography 
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The next step is to replace each exponential term by its 
Maclaurin series and group like powers of s. The result 
appears as follows: 
H*(s) = b 0 + b 1 s + b 2s 2 + ••• 
where for example 
m 
a n: bl = -L a"' n• n: 
n=l 







One can convert the result to a rational function in s using 
Pad~ approxirnants. (Pade approximation is a mathematical 
technique for converting a polynomial into a rational func-
tion.) To apply the method one can use only a finite num-
ber of a's to compute the b's. Also one limits the number 
of b's to be used. A third factor to be considered is the 
, 
choice of the Pade approximant. All three of these choices 
combine to affect the accuracy of the final results, making 
a general error analysis difficult, if not impossible. w. H. 
Huggins presents a similar method in a paper "Network Approxi-
rnations in the Time Domain." 
In a paper entitled "Transient Synthesis in the Time 
Domain" William H. Kautz (4) presents a technique for solv-
ing the problem of time domain synthesis. He states the 
problem as follows: 
"Given a desired impulse response, h(t), with tolerances 
on the permissible error, there is to be found a system func-
tion, H*(s), of the from (2) (Note: h*(t) is the approximation 
of h(t)) satisfying condition (4) and of a type such that 
6 
h(t) and h*(t) of (3) agree as closely as possible."* Where: 
n A· .. 
H*(s) = L j" (2) s-s. ' j=l J 
n s.t 
h*(t) = L A.e J (3) J j=l 
j = 1, . • •, n. 
Kautz claims the following advantages for his method: 
(a) For a desired response and a given statement of 
tolerance, a network of minimum complexity is 
achieved. 
(b) Error between specified and actual network 
response may be found without finding the 
network response. 
(4) 
(c) If error is too great, additional terms may be 
computed without repeating the entire _ calculatio~. 
The principal disadvantage to his method is that the 
choice of pole locations depends ion experience. A fair 
evaluation of Kautz's method may be made from his own corn-
rnents: 
"Although this method of transient synthesis may seem 
to the reader to be somewhat laborious computationally the 
consoling fact remains that this intricacy is inherent in 
the problem, at least with our _present state of knowledge." 
"· • ·while there exist several frequency domain pro-
cedures for transient synthesis which obtain approximations 
*Kautz (4), page 30. 
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with great ease, they are no easier to use in practice be-
cause they fail to provide sufficient knowledge or control 
over the error. This error must therefore be calculated by 
laborious means for each approximation trial. 11 * 
A method developed by E. A. Guillemin enables one to 
construct an approximating function that is a delayed impulse 
train. Given some y(t) as in Figure 2., he first divides 
it into arbitrarily chosen intervals (not necessarily of 
equal width). Some polynomial fit is chosen {usually 
parabolic) inside each interval: 
y*.(t) = at2 + bt + c 
~ 
t. 1 ~ t ~ t. 
~- ~ 
Two differentiations of 
y*.(t) will produce a 
~ 
constant, valid in the 
region t. 1 ~ t ~ t. (see ~- ~ 
t Figure 2.). It is now ob-
served that this stepped 
function may be obtained 
by integrating a train of 
t 
weighted delta functions, 
Ill 
which is denoted as y*.(t). 
~ ~ 
Figure 2. Guillemin's Method 
Symbolically: 
. . . 






1 -st1 -st2 
= s3 ~1 + ~2 e + ~3 e + . . • 
st. {st. ) 2 





and simplifying using Pade approximants, it is possible to 
truncate Y*(s) into a rational function. The success of 
the method depends in some degree on the skill of the user 
in choosing the order of y*. and number of intervals. Also 
~ 
since we must decide on how many terms to include in the 
-st. , 
expansion of e ~ and which Pade approximants to use, a 
formal error analysis is quite difficult . 
The final method mentioned here was developed by w. c. 
Yengst (9) in his paper 11 Approximations to a Specified Time 
8 
Response... It is a modification of this technique upon which 
this thesis is based. Taken as given is a function h(t) whose 
value is known at discrete points spaced evenly at intervals 
of ~t. Yengst then proposes to approximate the data with an 
th 
m order difference equation of the form: 
- . . . - Mh(t-Ill6t) = 0. 
The coefficients of this equation are then determined by a 
least mean square error technique. Now these coefficients 
are related to the pole locations through sets of equations. 
9 
the number of sets of equations depending on the value 
~hosen for m. For example, for m = 3, the following results 
are given: 
where 
( ) P(s) H* s = (s+a)(stp)(s+c) 
ht - Ah(t-6t) - Bh(t-26t) - Ch(t-36t) = O 
A'>O; B<O; C>O 
-a6t 
e = · E + F + A/3 
-b6t 
e = -




E = G = 
F = H = 
A 2 + 3B 
3 
(2A3 + 9AB + 27C) 
27 
It will be noted that even after having found the con-
;.stants A, B, and C, a rather complicated calculation still 
remains to determine the pole locations. Furthermore the 
situation · dramatically worsens as higher order approximations 
are attempted. 
The zeros are now determined by using the difference 
equation to generate "data" back into negative time for a 
few points. A polynomial in t is then determined to force 
an approximating curve to pass through the points on both 
10 
sides of the origin. From this polynomial, its derivatives 
are computed. Then through application of the initial value 
theorem to H*(s), H*'(s) etc., enough equations can be 
formulated to compute the unknown coefficients in the numer-
ator of H*(s), where H*'(s) -~ [h*'(t~ 
The method works best when the given data satisfies an 
th 
m order difference equation. It is at a disadvantage to 
fit idealized discontinuous functions . The procedure tends 
to minimize uncorrelated random noise present in specified 
data. 
Other methods are discussed in the works listed in the 
bibliography of this paper. 
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III. DETERMINATION OF THE POLE LOCATIONS 
It is required to find a function y*(t) that will approxi-
mate a given function y(t), which represents the impulsive re-
sponse of a system. The function y(t) may be presented in a 
continuous form or as discrete data. If the data is in con-
tinuous form, a sampling interval ~t must be chosen, which 
will depend on the given function. The choice of ~t is ar-
bitrary, but a value that is too large will give insufficient 
information about y(t), while choosing ~t too small will 
cause computational difficulties. The effect of the choice 
of ~t on the accuracy of the method will be investigated 
elsewhere in this paper. 
The following notation will be employed: 
let 
also let 
= t. + ~t 
J. 
y( t.) = y. 
J. J. 
i=O,· • ·, n. 
A central difference table will be constructed according to 
the following scheme: 
j = 1 J. • , m 
where 0 ~ y. = y .• 
J. J. 
The general difference table is shown in Table I. 
th The table should be constructed out to the m order 
(1) 
difference, where m is the highest order approximation to be 
considered. This will not preclude the use of lower order 
approximations. The approximating function to be used is 
12 
t yo 0 
tl yl 6yl 
t2 y2 6y2 2 6 y2 
t 3 y3 6y3 62y t:)y 3 3 
t4 y4 6y4 




• • • 
• • • 
rn 
6 Yn-m 
t 6 6 2 63y 
n -3 Y n-3 Y n-3 y n-3 · n-3 
2 
tn-2 Yn-2 6 Yn-2 6 Yn-2 
tn-1 Yn-1 6 Yn-l 
Table I. General DifferenceTable 
where the a's are constants that shall be determined by 
employing a least mean square error criteria. This error 
criteria was chosen because it tends to minimize random 
errors and uncorrelated noise in y*(t). Define an error 
function E. such that: 
1. 
where 1. = m, · • ·, n-m 
. . . 
13 
(2) 
Notice that m ~ i ~ n-m since values for 6.my. do not exist for 
1. 
i outside these limits. Squaring both sides of (3): 
E. 2 - [Y a 6.y - a26.2yl.. - • • • - am6.my'J 2 
1. - i - 1 i ~ 
n-m 
Total squared error = L 
i=m 
(4) 
- . . 
This is the function we wish to minimize. Differentiating 
with respect to a1 : 
- al6.y i - • • 
i i 
Repeating (5) for each a. and equating to zero: 




Rewriting in matrix form: 
L (6yi)2 L 6y.62y. ... ~ ~ 
i fl <I '· .. , '!:l· i 
I b2y.6y. L (62yi)2 . . . . ~ ~ 
i i 
i 
L 6y.6my . 
~ ~ 
i 
















Solution of (6) gives the required values of a's. If 
Y*(s) is to be a rational function y*(t) must be written as 
the sum of exponentials: 
m 
y*(t) = L I\e~t 
k=l 
(7) 
where the ~'s may in general be complex, but if complex 
must occur in conjugate pairs. ~ may be complex only when 
(6) 
the associated~ is complex and also occurs in conjugate pairs. 
The Difference Table was employed to approximate 
successive derivatives of y*(t) numerically: 
t)y. 
= --=~:.-..:-(2~t) j 
Substituting (7) into (8) 
t)y. m dj L ~ e~t l. (26t)j - dtj k=l t = t. ~ 
m 
L ~(~)j "kt. = e ~ 
k=l 
Recall that from equation (2): 









Replace 26~ by Zk and y*i on the left by its equivalent : 
t. · ~e"kti 
k = 1 








· One way to satisfy equation (10) is to force equiv-
alence on a term by term basis after expanding both sums. 
Notice that doing this allows a cancellation of the factor: 
~t . ~e ~ . 
This gives the following set: 
1 = alzl + a2Zl 
2 




= alz2 + + 
3 m 
a3z2 + . . . + amz2 
where the entire set must be satisfied in order to meet the 
conditions of (10) . But this is the equivalent to finding 
the rn roots ( z1 , z2, · · ·, zm) of the polynomial equation: 
(12) 
To locate the poles of Y*(s) it is necessary to solve 
(12). 
IV. LOCATING THE ZEROS OF Y*(s) 
The pole locations determined in the foregoing dis-
cussion have fixed the general form of y*(t). However, 
considering y*(t) in the form of equation (7) the factors 
17 
Ki are yet to be found. This is essentially the same 
problem as locating the zeros of Y*(s). w. c. Yengst (11) 
suggested that a straight forward approach might be achieved 
by determining the values of K. thru a least mean square l. 
technique with reference to the known values of y(t). The 
technique presented in this paper forces an excellent fit 
over a fixed range of the given data. In situations where 
an exact fit with a rational approximant is theoretically 
possible, the method will realize an excellent fit over the 
entire range of data. 
Consider the situation shown in Figure 3: 
t=o 
-F . 3 Tl.'me Shifting an Amount t J.gure • 
Define the function g(~) such that 




From the defining Laplace Integral 
Letting a = t - ~ ; 
a<) 
G(s) = ~y*(t)e-s(t -~) dt 
' Integrating (15) by "parts" 




G ( 5 ) = ;e 5 { -y* (~)e-st J: _ y* , ~~)e-st r _ y*" ~ ~) -s t r= • • } 
' I I 
Simplifying 
G(s) = y*('l) s 
+ Y* I (t.) 
52 + 
+ ... ( 16) 
Equation (16) was derived so that it may be used in con-
junction with the following analysis: Consider G(s) in the 
form of equation (17): 
G(s) = 
+ ... + c 
m 
... + bm+l 
(17) 
where the b's are easily determined from the a's in equa-
tion (12): 
i.e. b . = 
~ 
a 1 . ( 2ll t) m+ l-i rn+ -~ 
-a m 
where 1 ~ i ~ mtl ( 18) 
19 
Note that b1 = unity with no loss in generality. The 
apparently unnecessary change in notation was needed to 
place the poles at their actual s-plane location, and to 
make equation (17) ammenable to computer programming. Next 
divide the numerator by the denominator: 
cl c2-b2cl c3 - clb3 - b2{c2 - clb2) (19) 
G( s) = s + 2 + 3 + • • 
s s 
Comparing (16) and (19) it is possible to equate numera-
tors and arrange results in a systematic form. Relationships 
for the c's are shown in Table II. To find the c's from 
Table II entries from the difference table on page 12 are 
used: 
i . e . Let y* { 'I ) = y ( l' ) 
'*(,...,) - tw( ~) • etc y I - 2~t I • 
cl y*{ 'i ) 
c 2 Y* I ( 1) + b 2y*{ 1) 
c3 y*' I ( 1) + b2y*' ('I ) + b3y*{ I ) 
Table II:. Relationships for ci with b1 = 1 
20 
Note that, as a practical matter, it is quite simple t o 
compute the c's f r om this array, even without computati ona l 
aids , since for most approximations the order i s usua lly low. 
For e x ample, for a third o r der approxi mation (m = 3) only 
3 c•s need be determined . 
Having found the c's, e xpress G( s ) i n a c onventional 
partial fraction expanded form: 





where the x. and A. terms must meet the s ame rest rictions 
~ ~ 
as discussed fo r the x. and K. ter ms on page 14. Taki ng 
~ ~ 
the inverse transform of (20) g i ves us 
m 











g(t-6) = L 
i=l 
y* ( t) = g ( t - I) 
m 
y*(t) = ~ 
i=l 
-x .l 
K. = A.e ~ 
~ ~ 
X . ( t -'i) 
A. e ~ 
~ 
for t ~~ 
-x.l 
~ 










-x .'l x. t 
A.e ~ e ~ 
~ 
x . t 
K.e ~ 
~ 
; t~l' (22) 
(23) 
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Note that equation (22) rigorously holds only for t~l. 
As ~ approximation let this equation represent Y*(t) for 
all positive t. Now that the Ki's in (22) are known, Y*(t) 
is completely specified. lf actual s-plane zero locations 
are desired , transform (22) and put Y*(s) in the form of 
G(s) in equation (17). Then the numerator should be factored 
' 
to locate the zeros. 
The parameter~ must be discussed in further detail. 
The fundamental reason for a time shift ~ was to investigate 
y*(t) at a point in the difference table at which numerical 
approximations for all 11 Jl\ 11 derivatives could be obtained. 
This condition is met from the (m+l)th row to the (n-m)th 
row. In other words, values of~ from m6t to (n-m-1)6t could 
be chosen. Choosing the smaller values ofr would force a 
closer fit in the upper part of the table (values for y*(t) 
close tot= 0). Values somewhat larger for I would insure 
a closer fit over the range of data covered by projecting a 
"fan" back through the difference table, from the !).my . 
mt] 
position, where~= (~j)6t. 
A possible area for further investigation is a rigorous 
study of the effect of the choice of I on the error of the 
approximation. This topic is treated only to a limited 
extent in this paper. It is shown~however, that when an 
exact fit is possible, the approximant is essentially inde-
pendent of the choice of 1. 
22 
V. EXAMPLE PROBLEMS 
Example A. 
The purpose of this example is to show the improvement 
of fit with increasing order of approximation. The function 
to be approximated, y(t), was chosen arbitrarily with the 
following criteria in mind: 
(a) the function should be of the form of equation (7) so 
that an exact fit should be theoretically possible. 
(b) the real parts of the poles of the function should be 
(c) 
of the same order of magnitude so that no terms of 
y(t) quickly become negligible. 
the K. factors should also be of the same order of mag-
~ 
nitude so that the contribution of no term may be neglect-
ed. 
(d) if oscillatory terms exist their frequencies should be 
compatable with their exponential decay rates so that 
such terms do not die out before they have an opportunity 
to display one or more cycles. 
The above criteria constitute a "worst case" situation, 
since it may be shown that violation of any of the above 
usually will allow a good approximation with a lower order 
approximant (see Example C). The function to be approximated 
is given in equation (24). 
y(t) = 4e-3t + 5e-2t cos(4t) + 6e-2 · 5 t cos(l6t + 225°) (24) 
The values of n and 6t used are respectively 101 and 
0.02. Notice that starting from t = 0 this will generate 
values of y(t) to t = 2.0, or four times the largest time 
23 
constant. The value chosen for~ was 0.08. Results are 
presented in Table III . and graphically in Figures 4, 5, 
6, and 7. 
j Order of 
~Approximation y*(t) 
Second I 13.85e-2 ·73lt cos (11.38t - 83.39°) 
i 
Third 10.72e-5·383t + 7.873e-3.08lt cos (15.20t 
j 
I 
- 135-14°) i 
I Fourth -2.409t ( 8 4 °) I ·5.9lle cos 15. lt - 135. 1 
I + g.404e-3.l52t cos (3.543t - 14.94°) 
I 
! 
Fifth 4.020e~3· 034t + 5·939e-2 · 374t cos (15.75t 
+ 226.16°) + 4.978e-1 · 999t cos (4.0llt - 0.50° 
y(t) 4e-3t + Se-2t cos (4t) + 6e-2 ·5t cos ( 16t + 225°) 





Figure 4. Second Order Approximation for Example A 
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Figure 7· Fifth Order Approximation for Example A 
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Example B. 
This example was one used by w. c. Yengst in presenting 
his method. The function to be approximated is: 
y(t) = (20/3)e-2t sin(6t + 20°) 
The example was first used to investigate the choice 
of sampling interval on the accuracy of the pole locations. 
,,'(17: 
I A I 
.Y I '(/ ~·I 1. -I t------f' 
i 
~-. t; t{+l 
Fig. 8. Approximating 
the Derivative 
t 
The derivative of y*(t) is com-
puted from: 
which graphically is the slope 
of the dashed line. By inspec-
tion it is seen that this is 
a reasonable approximation 
for the derivative of the 
solid curve but a worthless 
approximation for that of the dotted curve at t = t.. From l. 
experience some general rules may b~ made to serve as a 
guide in choosing 6t. Since it is really 26t used in com-
puting the derivative~ observations will be made with respect 
to that interval. These are: 
(a) not more than one extremal of y(t) should occur in the 
interval 26t. 
(b) the function y(t) should not change more than about 20% 
of its maximum value in the interval 26t. 
(c) if the sampling interval is too fine~ round off error 
l 
27 
encountered when performing the subtraction y. 1 -y. 1 ~+ ~-
will seriously affect the accuracy of the results. 
Define a figure of merit t such that: 
maximum /::, y. 
cS = ~ X 100% 
maximum Y· ~ 
From experience it was found that for best results S should 
be around 20%. The pole locations for this example are 
given in Table v. 






Yengst's Results 0.10 -- -2.oooo ± j6.oooc 
Method Presented 0.10 76 ·5% -1.74 + j5.90 
-
in Thesis 0.05 41.0% -1.91 + j5.92 
-
0.025 28.5% -1.992 ± j6.ooo 
0.01 13.2% -1.9965 + j5.9976 
-
TABLE IV. Effect of flt on Pole Locations 
Another topic of concern is the question of how much 
data is needed to obtain a good approximation for this 
example. The results are presented in Table V. For this 
calculation 6t = 0.01. 
Note with only 5 'points the method degenerates. Also 
this example deals with the case with which an exact fit is 
possible. It was found that in general satisfactory results 
would be obtained if, having chosen 6t, one picked enough 
points to cover a time span of roughly four time constants. 
! 
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No. of Data Points Pole Locations 
199 -1 .0065 ± j5 .9976 
101· 
-2.033 + j6.155 
75 -1.960 + j5.965 
50 -1.794 + j5.890 
25 - 1.794 + j6.270 
5 -60 .g, - 251.9 
TABLE v. Effect of n on Pole Locations 
Next the problem of determining the zeros was under-
taken. Of particular interest was the effect of the choice 
of the shifting variable I on the accuracy of the results. 
So that the accuracy of the pole locations would not inter-
fere with error introduced by the zero determining procedure, 
the poles were taken as known in this part of the example. 
Since we are dealing with only a second order approximation 
it is feasibl e to compute the desired data by hand. Putting 
the example in the form of equation (17): 
G(s) 
= s 2 + 4s + 40 
,...., 
For J = 0.5 
y*(0.5) = -0.505191 
y*'(0.5) = 6}i~· 5 > = -13 . 38 
As defined in equation (20) compute A1 and A2 
A1 = (s+2+j6) G(s) 
A2 = 1 . 22 /+101.95° 
From equation (21): 
= 1.22 /-101.95° 
s = -2- j6 
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-x o Kl = A1e 1 = 1.22 / - 101.95 (e·5(
2) /6( . 5) rad.) 
= 3 -38 /+70.05° 
y*(t) = 2(3.38) e-2t cos(6t - 70.05°) 
= 6.76e- 2t sin(6t + 19 .95°) 
The results of the calculation repeated for several values 
of I are given in Table VI : 
"' 
Results 
0 . 02 6 .68e - 2t sin(6t + 20 . 03°) 
0.500 6 . 76e - 2t sin(6t + 19 .95°) 
1.000 6.66e-2t sin(6t + 19 . 80°) 
1.500 6 .62e- 2t sin(6t + 19 .64°) 
TABLE VI . Effect of 1' on Zero Locations 
It is therefore noted that in cases where an exact fit 
is possible the choice of7 is arbitrary. In the general 
case it was nnr.ed that somewhat better results were obtained 
by choosing t~ .. ·~ values of 7 . 
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Example c. 
This example demonstrates how it is possible to fre-
quently obtain an excellent approximation when one of the 
criteria mentioned in Example A is violated. Consider 
Note that the low frequency cosine term will require 2~ 
seconds to complete a cycle~ which for this term is 15.7 time 
constants. In other words the cosine term will not have time 
t o complete an appreciable part of one cycle before it dies 
out. Therefore the oscillatory effect of that term will not 
be significant in the transient response. Second and third 
order approximations to this fifth order function are given. 
Y*3(t) = -.o695e-14 •6t + 5.0le-1 •901 t cos(4.18t + 
41.2°) 
Y*2 (t) and y*3(t) are plotted in the following figures with 
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Figure 9 . Second Order Approximation for Exampl e :. c . 
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Figure 10· Third Order Approximation for Exampl e c 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 
The method presented in this paper represents one 
possible solution to the time domain systhesis problem. 
Among the method'~ advantages are: 
(1) For an equal amount of labor the method frequently 
gives better results than other techniques investi-
gated. 
(2) The method is quite arnrnenable to computer program-
(3) 
ming. 
c Sucess of the method does not require a great deal 
of experience and ingenuity. Even so when less than 
desirable results are achieved, it is possible to 
adjust some design parameters (sampling interval, 
order of approximation, etc.) and improve the 
approximation. 
(4) Application of the method, especially obtaining the 
(5) 
(01"") 
pole locations,does not require performing a long 
sequence of rather involved steps. For example the 
poles of Y*(s) are found by solving equations (6) 
and (12) respectively. 
When the determinant of the coefficient matrix of 
equation (6) approaches zero (ideally would be exact-
ly zero; round off error usually prevents this how-
ever) this indicates an exact fit is possible with 
a lower order approximation. 
In some instance an excellent approximation is 
obtained with a low order approximant (see example c)~ 
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Disadvantages include: 
(1) No way of predicting or even approximating the error 
between y(t) and y*(t) before the approximation is 
performed was found; having determined y*(t) one of 
course can always plot the result with the given 
function. 
(2) The method is not recommended as an approximation 
techniques for discontinuous functions. Other 
methods, notably Guillemin,give significantly better 
results. 
(3) Application of the method requires a high speed 
computational aid. However as mentioned before, 
zero locations can sometimes be found using the 
slide rule. 
(4) There is no assurance that Y*(s) will be a real-
izable network function. Note however that if 
the given y(t) approaches zero as t becomes large 
the method inherently tends to keep the poles of 
Y*(s) in the left-half s-plane. 
There are many facets of the method yet to be investi-
gated. The question of the optimum construction of the 
difference table is an important one. The data was sampled 
at unifo~m (~t) intervals; consider the -possibility of non-
uniform sampling. The effect of the time shift! on the 
results should be investigated more tho~oughly. An error 
analysis that can easily be applied is sorely need by this 
as well as most other methods of time domain synthesis. 
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APPENDIX A 
Implementation of the ideas expressed in this thesis 
requires the use of a mechanical computing device. The 
Computer Science Center at the University of Missouri at 
Rolla has available a Mod I and Mod II IBM 1620 computer 
for graduate research. The language used was Fortran II. 
A change in notation is necessary to make the symbology 
more arnrnenable to computer programming. A list of the im-
portant terms, with the notation used in the thesis body 
indicated parenthetically, follows: 
M = no. of samples of data taken (n) 
N = order of difference table (no symbol) 
NX = order of approximation (m) 
DELT = difference between consecUtive values of the 
independent variable (6t) 
X(J) = independent variable (ti) 
D(J,I) = "J'th" order differenc (~jyi) 
A(J) = coefficients of the denomenator polynomial of 
y*(s) (bi) 
F(J) =coefficients of numerator polynomial ot G(s) (C.) 
1 
U(J), V(J) =real and imaginary parts, respectively, of 
the poles of Y*(s). (xi= ui + jvi) 
XNM = magnitude of the residue at a pole of Y*(s) Mag(K.) 
1 
XNA =argument of the residue at a pole of Y*(s) Arg(K.) 
1 
To aid the reader a short synopsis of the purpose of each 
program precedes each program. It may occur to the reader 
that perhaps some of the programs could have been consolidated. 
This was not convenient for two reason: (1) the storage 
c.apaci ty of the computer was exceeded and ( 2) the two 
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subroutines available were compileo to different accuracies, 
which prohibit their use in the same program. The programs 
used in the thesis are as follows: 
Program I 
Reads (or computes) function to be approximated Y(J) 
and associated X(J). Constructs the difference table. 
Produces the factors in equation (6), and prints those as 
its output. 




DO 19 J=l,M 
YLJl= 4.Q:~EXPEC-3.0):,X(.Jl l 
Y(J)=Y(J)+6.0~XPFC-2.0*X(J))*COSF(4.0* 
19 X(J+1)=X(J)+0.02 
___ ___.DO 5 J=1,.JL _______________ _ 
005 K=1 1 M 
5 DCJ,K)=O.O 
-M 1 
DO 20 J=2,L 
20 DCl,J)=Y(J+l)-Y(J-1) 
[,._)( -3 
DO 40 J=2,N 
L=L-1 
DO 30 K-IX,I 
30 D(J,Kl=DCJ-1,K+1)-D(J-1,K-1) 
40 LX=LX+1 
D(L80 J l,M 





DO 11 J=1LUN~X~------------------­-----~DO 11 K=l,NY 
11 B(J,K)=O.O 
DO 31 J= 1 N X 
DO 31 K=l,NX 
DO 21 I=NY,NZ 
p ROD=D ( J ,I ) ::'0 ( K ,I ) 
21 3(J, Kl =B(J , K) +P ROD 
31 CONTINUE 
DO 51 J=l,NX 
DO 41 I=~Y,NZ 
SUt~=Y (I )>'rD( J , I} 
__ 4'"""· 1 ~- (_)._,J~ Y)- 8 ( J, NY J +SUM 
51 CONTINUE 
DO 61 J=1 , ~X 
61 PRINT lOQ,(B(J , Kl . K=l,NY> 
CALL GAUJQR(B , NX , NY,l0 , 10 ) 
00 29 J = l , NX 
NA=NY - J 
29 AC.Il=B CNA,NYl 
A(NY)= - 1 . 0 
PUNCH 200 , (A(J),J=1 , NY) 
_____ eBJ NLZ_Q_Q_,_LA.LJulwswJ.~..::=:.....lu•u.N:uY~....l«--- -----
100 FORMAT (8F12 . 6} 




Solves equation (6) f o r the a. terms and converts 
~ 
these to the b. terms. 
~ 
-·· - , ______ .QJXL~.i~L~J.-!'ltL B l.l_O_t__.::!l~O:...l):....z,....::A::....<,.....:l:...::O:...~l~-------­
DELT=O . OZ 
NX=5 
~~Y=~!X + 1 ------------ __ .. 
---DO- (;-i-·--j-;-1 , r!X 
61 READ 200,( B(J , K) , K=l, NYl 
·--~C _;\ _L_L_ ... G ,W_)_Q:?~JJ1, ~l X , r·N , 10 , l t) l 
/~ ( ~l y ) = - 1 • 0 . 
DO 29 J= 1 , I'! X 
JX=i'·1Y- J ------- ----- -------- -
- 29-A-TJx\·;-a- rT;~Tv> ;:: '2 . o;::DEL', ;~;::J 
J.\XF = A( 1) 
DO 39 J= l_,..:...;I'~:....:.Y ___ ----------------~·----- ·--- ,.. 3 9 A ( J) =A ( J) I AX r ., 
PRINT 3QO , (A(Jl , J=l , ~ f) 
PUNCH 30Q_,_( A (_ll_L.,J= 1 . L' :..:..t·~Y~) - -
- 200--F-ORr!;A{(bF 12 • 7 l 





Substitutes the b. terms found in Program II into 
~ 
equation (12) and solves it for the pole locations 
x. = u. + jv. 
~ ~ ~ 
DH'IEI\!SION A( 10), U( 10), VC 10) ,C ( 10) 
--~i'!-~_::5 ___ _ 
i'!Y=NX+ 1 
READ 2 00 , (A ( J ) , J = 1, rJY ) 
--~CAL. L.Jli)J: P.ll.l...lli3. . l.J_Q _ _,_A , U, \"-.,;! ,w.Cul~--­
PRINT 200,(LJ(J),V(J),J=2,NY) 
200 FOR~ATC4Fl8.8) 
t __ _ C_A!-_L~.~..!.I ...!.T __________ _ _ _ 
' HID 
Program IV 
Takes the results from Program II and III and 
y('l), ~y(l), •. • ~m-ly(l) from Program I. Computes 
and prints the c. and K. terms. ~ ~ 
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READ 200, (A(J),J=1,NY) 
READ 200,(U(J),V(J),J=2,NY) 
READ 200 ,Y(NXl,(D(J,NX),J-1,MXl 
F(l)=Y(NX) 








48 F(5l=D(4,NXl+A(2)*D(3,NXl+A(3) *DC2 ,NX) 
+A(4)*D(1,NX)+A(5)*Y(NX) 
:------5_8_~RINT 200, (F(J),J=1,NX} 
DO 258 J=2,NY 
IF(V(J) }67,59,67 
5 9 X 1\!i'~ = 0 • 0 
DO 60 K=1,NX 
NK=NX-K 
!---6_0---.X f\J l'·i =X i\1 H + F ( K ) ~:c U ( J ) ~~ ~!'i\J l< 
Xi'!A=O.O 
XDJvl=l.O 
DO 66 1<=2,NY 
I F ( J 10 6 I , 6 6 , 6 I 
61 REAL=U(J)-U(K) 
M·:AG=V { J) -V ( Kl 
.------.-.:AD= S (,) R I F ( REAl~:;~;; 2 + M •f.AG,....,s=;c:"":c 2..,.-).------
XDt~ =X Qf;i;!cR AD 
66 COfH If\JUE 
X N i·~ =X i\J ~1 I X D M 




SUiv'iR =0. 0 
SUHI=O.O 








GO TO 148 
88 CON I INUE I 
IF(SUMR)98,118,108 
98 XNA=ATANF(SUMI/SUMR)+3.1415926 
GO TO 148 
108 XNA=ATANF(SUMI/SUMR) 




GO TO 148 
138 XNA=3.1415926/2.0 
148 CONTINUE 
XDf-i- 1. 0 
XDB=O.O 





R7~D- SQRI r (REAL~~~~ 2 +Af.IAG~':o"2} 
IF(A~~G)178 , 168,178 
168 XOA=O . 0 
·o--,.r7'1o,...--,z-.,3"'"8 _____________ _ 
17 8 C ONT I NU E 
IF(REAL)188 , 208 , 198 
188 XDA=AT ANF ( Aivj AG/REAL) +3.f4lS926 
GO TO 238 
198 XDA=ATANF(AMAG/REA L) 
GO 10 238 
208 CONTINUE 
IF(AMAG)218 , 218 , 228 
--~2~r~a~x~o~A= -3 .I4I 5 92 672 . u 
GO TO 238 
228 XDA=3 . 14 15926/2 . 0 
--~2~3~--------------
Progr am V 
XDI"l= XeJM;::R AD 
248 CONTINUE 
xNt•i- XM"1( x;o;q 
XNA=XNA- V(J)*TAU 
XNA=(XNA- X08)*180 . 0/3 . 1415926 
257 XNM=XNM*EXPF( - U(J)*TAU) 
258 PRINT 200,XNM , XNA 
200 FORMAT(6Fl2 . 7) 
CALL EXIT 
END 
Plots any two desired functions versus an independent 
variable. D (MENS-IO-N - ;-·c 200 >, F c 2 oo > , G·c 200 l TCl> =O. O 
CALL PENPOSC1 . > 
DO 56 J =l t lOO 
39 
56 TCJ+l> =TC J >+0 . 02 
CALL-PLOTC1 t O• Ot2• 0tlO. Ot 0• 25 ,-4 . 0 , ll . 0 ,7. 0 , l . O> 
DO 66 J =lt lOO · 
X=TCJ> 
Y=FCJ> ' 
CALL PLOT CO t Xt Yl 
66 CON TINUE 
CALL PLOTC9 9 l 








I mplementation of the method presented in this paper 
r equires computing a difference table • . The complete dif-
ference table for Example C in the thesis is presented 
here. Recall that differences are computed according to 




where !J. y. = y. 
~ :L 
andy. = y(t.). 
~ :L 
j-1 
!J. y . 1 
:L- j = 1, . . • , m 
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Note that in the table i nitially in the jth order dif-
ference column there are "j" zero entries; also the last 
"j" entries are zero. Do not interpret those values as 
zero; for computer programming convenience all values in 
the table were preset to zero, and then calculated and set 
to the proper value. These initial and final zeros there-
fore mean that no values were calculated for these entries, 
which was in fact the case. 
The accuracy used in computing the table was eight signi-
ficant digits. Notice that high accuracy is essential for 
high order difference tables since in performing the necessary 
• 
subtraction the most significant digits are lost. 
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t y t::.y !::.~ !y 
--·- · - ~ 
o.oocooooo · 3 . 7067!.~230 o.oooooooo 0 . 00000000 o . ooooo·ooo 
. 02000000 3 . 30297690 -. 80764960 o.oooooooo o . oooooor.o 
• ()1;. ()r) () 0 0 () 2 . 89909270 
-. ~ 0 ':·0 ~':· 70 . nJA5IJ-220 0 • (') (i 0 0 0 i'\ n() 
. 06000000 2 • '~ 9 8 9 '~ 2 2 0 -. 79310740 . 02839120 . 02616570 
. o e oooooo 2 . 10598530 -. 775tA350 • OL~O 70790 .02314360 
. 10000000 1. 72329870 - . 75239950 . 05153480 .020?.13'~0 
. 12000000 1.35358580 • 72410870 . 06092130 . 0173B763 
• lL:·DOOOOO . 99919000 
- • 6 9 1 '~ 7 8 2 0 . 06892243 • 0 ll;-6 77fl6 
. 160 ()00 0 0 A66?.107()t;. - .655126?.7 . n75599J.6 • 0 l ?.09ld0 
• 1B OOf~OOO • 31.~[;.()0373 - • 615 fl 79 0 L~ .08101653 . 00964363 
. 2000 0 000 • 0 '~ () 2 2 8 6 0 - • 5 7 Ld_ 6 9 7 L~ • () 8 5 2 L;. 2 7 9 .00 7333 6't 
. 220 0 0000 -. ?.3016601 - . 53063625 • 0 F~ 8 :~ :) G J. 7 .00516961 
• 2L:·OOOOOO -. L:. 8 lA 0 7 6 5 -.L;.f3581957 • 0 90 ':·12 L;-0 . 00315390 
. 26000 0 00 - .71598 55 8 -. L;.L~Q22385 • 0 915 OL:- 0 7 . 00128955 
.?. BOOO OOO - • 9?. L:-6 31 5 () -. 39431550 .09170 195 ' -. 000.!~21?.7 
. 30000000 - 1. 11030100 -. 34852190 . 091onzso -. 0019B015 
. 32000000 - 1 . 273153!.~() - . 30323270 . 08972180 -. 00338800 
• 3 L;.() () () 0 0 0 -l. ':-1353370 - .258 80010 • 08 769L:-80 -. OOL~6'~51.r0 
.36000000 - 1 . 53195350 -. 21553790 • 085076Lc0 -. 005 75660 
• 31.: 0 0 () () 0 0 - 1.62907160 - . 173 72 3 70 . 08193R20 - .0067?.560 
.40000000 - 1 .7056777.0 -. 13359970 ~ 078350 11 0 -. 00755590 
• Lr?. OO OOOO - 1. 7 6?. 6 7130 - .0953 7290 . 0743n?.30 -. 008?.5330 
• {~/.~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1. 8 01050 lO -. 05921740 .07009750 -. oo FH\2 3qo 
• /.~ 6 0 0 r. 0 0 () - l .. R218R f3 70 - .025275L~O . 06555 ?3 4() -. 0092 73Lr0 
• L; ll 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1.82632550 . 00631.:-100 .060 R2L;-10 -. 00960f.\10 
.5 0000000 - 1.8155L;-770 • 0 3 5 5L~ 8 70 . 05595030 -. 00983550 
.52 0 00000 - 1.790776BO . 06229130 . 0509f~ R60 -. 00996?. 70 
• 5L:-OOOOOO - 1. 7 5 3 2 5 6 L;-() .08653 730 . 04598760 -. 00999650 
. 56000000 - 1 .70423950 . 10827890 .OL~099210 -. 009 9.!~490 
.5P.OOOOOO - 1 .. 61.:-497750 .J.2752940 • 03 604-7. 70 -. ooqR1550 
. 60000000 -1. 57671010 . l4L,32l60 . o311 7660 -.oo9Al5'- o 
.62000000 -1.500 65590 . 15870600 . 02642750 -. 00935160 
• 6L:.oonooo - J. • L:. 18 0 0 L;. J. 0 .l707t.~9J.O . o?.1R2500 - .00903250 
. 66000000 - 1.32990680 .180?3100 .ol 73 c;;Soo - .oon6r')soo 
. 6BOOOOOO - J..237L~7310 • 18 8 14L:-l 0 .01316000 -. OOR25540 
.7 0000000 - 1 . J.Ld 76270 . 19369100 .00913960 -.0078.0980 
. 72000000 - J. . ()L~378210 • 19 72 83 70 . 00335020 -. 00733608 
• 7't000000 -. 9LrL~4 7900 • 19901.~120 .001 80352 - • 0 0 6 R Lr 0 L~ 2 
.76000000 .. - .84474090 . 19908722 - • 0 0 ). L:- 9 0 2 2 -. 00637.695 
.rnoooooo .745391 78 .19 1::>::>098 - . ()()2:. 52 3 2~3 -. 005 B()/.46 
.80000000 - .64718992 • ).94563 79 -. 00729268 -. 005272?..7 
. 82000000 -. 55082799 . 19025830 -. 00979570 -. OOL:. 1L~O 11 
• 8'-tOOOOOO -. 45693162 .184 76809 -. 012032 79 -. 00421108 
. 86000000 -. 36605990 .17822551 - • 0 1 L;- 0 0 6 7 8 -. 00368909 
.118000000 -. 27870611 . 17076'131 -. nl57?.18R -. 0031 77~-6 
. 90000000 -.19529859 . 16250363 -.0171 8424 -. 00267972 
. 92000000 - •. 11620248 .15357707 -. 01840160 -. 00219878 
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t y b.y ~ 3 b.y b.y 
• 9'~000000 
- • () L~ 1 7 2 J. 52 . 14410203 
- .019311302 - . 00173704 : 
. 960000()0 
.. 0?.7B9955 .. 13'~1940 5 -. 020J.3R64 -. 00129666 ' 
. 9Anonnoo • n 9 ?. '~ 7 2 53 . l?396339 - .O;>O.t, 7968 
- .OOOH79f,J. 
1.00001)000 . 15186294 . 11351437 - .02101825 -. 00048739 
J ... 0 ? (H) 0 () 0 0 
. 20598690 . 10294514 -. 02116 707 -. 00012109 
J. .. 0 1;· c n ~"loo o . ?.5L~R080B • 09 2 3Lr 730 - .0211393£:- • 000218'~'~ ). . 06000000 .291$33420 . 08180580 -. 02094863 • 0005 30't6 
1 . osoonooo .3366138B • 0 7139 86 7 -. o20608RR . ooonJ.':·n'~ 
). • J. n o n n o o o .. 3A973?.f17 .06119692 -. 02(}].3399 . 00).07097 
l.J2001i000 .39781080 • 0 5 J. 2 64 6 8 - . 01953791 . 0012994::> 
1 • J.l.; o on o o o .42099755 . 0':-165901 - • ())_ 11 8 3 L;- 5 L~ . 001500'~7 
lnJ.6oonooo . L:-3946981 • 0 32L;30 1 Lr - .01P.037':A· . 00167':- 65 
1.1800()000 • L;- 53 f.t·2 7 6 9 . 02362157 -. 017).5989 . ()OJ.R?.263 
1.20000000 . 46309138 • 0152 70 2 5 - • 0 J. [-, ?. ). 4 8 1 . 0019'~ 518 
)..;>?.00()000 • L:.f>Ho9794 • 00 7Lr06 76 - .. 0 J. 5 2 J.L:- 7 J. • 0 () < 0 1.;- 3 ~ 2 
J. • 2 ,, 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 470Lt-9 f3 1L:- . 00005554 -. 0141 7JA9 . 00211820 
1 . 26000000 • Lr68753Lr8 -. 006 76Lt- 73 -. 01309651 . 00217095 
1 n280()0()00 • L:-6 37 33l;. J. -. 0 130 ':·0 9 7 -. OJ.20005L:. .on?.20?.r.9 
1.30000000 . Lt-5571251 -. 01876527 -. 01089362 . 00221537 
1 . 32000000 . 44496814 -. 02393459 -. 00978517 • 0022 0973 
1 .• 3L:· o o n o o o .43177792 
- . 0 2 8 55 0 '~'~ -. OOR6R389 .on?J.H741 
1 . 36000000 • L~ 1 6 L} 1 7 7 0 -. 03261848 - . 00759776 . 0021L~9RL~ 
)..38000000 • 3991594'~ - .• 03614820 -. 00653405 . 002098'+9 
1 . 40000000 . 38026950 - .03915253 -. 0 0 51+ 9 9 2 7 • 002 ()3£:·86 
. 1 • L~ 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 36000691 -. 04164747 - .00'~'~9919 . 00196032 
1.'~t~oooooo . 33862203 -. 04365172 -. 00353895 . OOU37fJ?.3 
l • ':· 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 .31635519 -. 045186'~2 -. 0026?.296 • 00). 78Lt-06 
1 . tr·HOOOOOO • 29 3':·3 56 J. -. 0'~627468 -. 0 0 1 7 5 L~ R 9 . 00168510 
!1 . 50000000 .27008051 -. 04694131 -. 00093786 . OOJ.5P.Or,1 
, 1.52000000 • 2L~6Lr9l~30 -. 0472J.25lr -. OOOJ.742B •. oo J. 4 7 J. 91 
: l. 51.~000000 . 22286797 -. 04711559 • 0 () 0 5 3 L; 0 5 .00136005 
: 1 . 56000000 . 19937871 - • 0 L~ 6 6 7 B L~ 9 . ooJ.J.8577 • 0012 L;610 
]. . 58000000 • 17 61H 9''8 -. 04592982 . OOJ.7ROJ.5 . 00}.).31?.3 
· 1 . 60000000 . 153£:·L:·8B9 -.ot~Lj.89834 . (')0231700 . 00101635 
· 1.62000000 • 13129114 -. 04361282 . 00279650 . 00090230 
1 • 6 '~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 10983607 - • 0 4 2 1 0 1 8 L;- . 00321930 . 00078996 
!1 . 66000000 . 08918930 -. 040 39352 . 0035?,646 . 00068005 
:1 . 68000000 . 069442,55 - . 03851537 . 00389935 . 00057316 
! 1 . 7 0000000 . 05067392 -. 03649416 . 00~·15963 • 000L~699 5 
j1 . 72000000 . 03 294838 -. 03435573 • n OL;36930 . 0003709'~ 
! 1 . 74000000 . 01631819 -. 03212486 • 00'~5305 7 . 00027655 
, 1 . 76000000 . 00082352 - .02982516 • 0 0':· 6'~5 85 . 00018715 
! 1 . 78000000 -. 01350696 . o27L~79oo • 004 71 773 . 00010306 
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